Memory researchers have long sought methods to enhance retention and many successful techniques often target how individuals process to-be-remembered information during encoding. Such techniques include elaborative or "deep" processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; see Craik, 2002 , for a review), item generation (Slamecka & Graf, 1978) , and more recently, processing items for survival advantages (Nairne, Thompson, & Pandeirada, 2007) . Researchers have also become increasingly interested in how varieties of interpolated tasks-tasks that vary the degree with which the learner engages with the material after study has occurredcan also improve retention on a subsequent memory task. A highly replicable and robust example of an interpolated-task benefit is referred to as the testing or retrieval-practice effect (see Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011 , for a review; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) , in which memory is better when a test is completed after study relative to a restudy control group. These interpolated-task benefits demonstrate that memory can be enhanced when individuals actively engage with the material after initial encoding. The purpose of our study is to investigate how another type of interpolated task, attempting to guess words related to those previously studied, may also act as a method to improve retention similar to that of retrieval practice.
Guessing in the current context refers to identifying and reporting specific items one knows were not studied. This differs from a common usage of the term guessing in memory experiments, which refers instead to reporting an item as studied based on little-to-no memory for its occurrence. This latter form of guessing is likely a common test strategy used to increase the number of correct items retrieved, though often results in a cost when errors are factored into calculating overall memory accuracy (Huff, Meade, & Hutchison, 2011; Meade & Roediger, 2006) . Certain conditions encourage guessing, such as when participants are told there are no penalties for guessing (Kelley & Sahakyan, 2003; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996) , under conditions of forced report (Meade & Roediger, 2006; Roediger & Payne, 1985) , and when participants are given categorized (vs. unrelated) test materials Meade & Roediger, 2006 . In addition, there is some evidence that adopting a liberal response criterion, which likely increases guessing, may operate as a stable cognitive trait that is consistent across study-test cycles and across different study materials (Bengson & Hutchison, 2007; Kantner & Lindsay, 2012) . Thus, guessing occurs frequently over a broad range of test materials and test instructions, and when guessing does occur, it does not always increase overall memory accuracy (see Roediger, Wheeler, & Rajaram, 1993 for a review).
Given that participants often guess based on partial information, it is important to consider how guessing affects subsequent retrieval in paradigms that require the completion of repeated tests such as in retrieval-practice studies. This is particularly important if guessing on initial tests results in memory errors on subsequent tests. For instance, previous research has shown that, in the absence of corrective feedback, errors made on initial tests often persist on later tests (Bartlett, 1932 (Bartlett, /1967 Huff, Davis, & Meade,Roediger, 2010) . Therefore, a natural concern is how such intrusions may affect memory benefits characteristic of repeated-test paradigms. These errors may be particularly problematic given the memory-enhancing processes of generation (i.e., Slamecka & Graf, 1978) as an intrusion yields a self-produced error. Perhaps this possibility is why learning theorists have long supported the idea of errorless learning in which learning is greatest under conditions that minimize or eliminate errors (e.g., Baddeley & Wilson, 1994; Skinner, 1953 Skinner, , 1958 .
In contrast to the credo of errorless learning, researchers have shown that guessing may sometimes be advantageous to later memory when corrective feedback is provided. For example, Kornell, Hays, and Bjork (2009; see too Grimaldi & Karpicke, 2012; Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012) presented participants with a single cue word with instruction to guess a related target word. For all pairs, the cue-target relation was weak, which made successful production of the target word difficult and largely unsuccessful (only approximately 4 -5% of guesses were correct targets). After participants provided a target response, they were immediately presented with corrective feedback by viewing a fully intact cuetarget pair. These guess trials were compared with interleaved read-only trials in which intact cue-target pairs were simply studied. A final cued-recall test was then completed in which the original cue word was presented with instruction to retrieve the previously studied target. Critically, final test performance was higher when participants attempted to guess the target word than when reading an intact pair. This pattern was found when the final test occurred 5 min after study (Experiment 4), after a 24-hr delay (Experiment 5; see too Yan, Yu, Garcia, & Bjork, 2014) , and when guess versus intact pairs were presented between-subjects (Experiment 6).
One account of guessing benefits is that they occur because of retrieval-based elaborative processes in which generating an incorrect target in response to a cue (that is likely semantically related) may function as a mediator that would enhance associations to other concepts that could be used as retrieval cues (Grimaldi & Karpicke, 2012; Hays, Kornell, & Bjork, 2013; Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Knight, Ball, Brewer, DeWitt, & Marsh, 2012; Kornell et al., 2009) . These cues could be used as reminders of the intact cue-target pair provided as feedback or, if only the incorrect guess could be retrieved, act as a mediator cue for the intact pair stored in memory (i.e., mediator effectiveness hypothesis; Pyc & Rawson, 2010) . In either case, with semantically related pairs, incorrect guessing can enrich the associative characteristics between the cue and target when participants are presented with the intact pair during feedback to promote retrieval. While this possibility nicely accounts for guessing benefits when study materials share pre-experimental semantic associations, it may not apply to guessing benefits that occur when materials are unrelated. Indeed, there is some evidence that even with word pairs that do not possess pre-experimental associations, such as foreign language pairs, the benefits of guessing remain with feedback (e.g., Potts & Shanks, 2014) in contrast to the mediator account.
Although guessing studies have reliably shown robust memory benefits for targets in cued-recall studies when feedback is given, it is unclear whether guessing may also enhance memory for the information that is used to generate the target word initially (i.e., the cue word). In previous guessing studies (e.g., Kornell et al., 2009; Potts & Shanks, 2014) , the cue word is always presented at test which precludes an assessment of whether guessing enhances memory for the cue word itself. Given that guessing likely either increases semantic mediators between cue-target pairs or increases attentional processing given to corrective feedback, it is likely that guessing also improves memory for the initially presented items.
Relevant to our study, the effects of guessing have also been examined in associative-list paradigms in which participants are asked to guess a nonpresented critical lure after studying a list of associates. Specifically, Huff, Coane, Hutchison, Grasser, and Blais (2012; see too Huff & Hutchison, 2011; Coane, Huff, & Hutchison, in press) presented participants with lists of directly related words (e.g., water, bridge, run, etc.) or mediated lists consisting of indirectly related words (e.g., faucet, London, jog, etc.) that converged upon a nonpresented critical lure (e.g., river). Directly related lists consisted of associates used in the popular Deese-Roediger-McDermott (DRM; Deese, 1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995) false memory paradigm. Mediated lists consisted of the indirectly related associates for which mediators converged upon the critical lure. Participants first studied a list that was immediately followed by a between-subjects interpolated task consisting of either an arithmetic filler task, a free-recall test, or a guessing task in which participants were asked to guess the nonpresented critical lure. After several study-filler/recall/guess cycles, participants completed a final recognition test. Replicating past research, correct recognition on the final test was greater after interpolated recall than interpolated arithmetic. Importantly, however, it was greatest after the interpolated guessing for both DRM and mediated lists even though participants were highly inaccurate in guessing critical lures from mediated lists. This pattern is important in light of previous guessing experiments (e.g., Kornell et al., 2009; Potts & Shanks, 2014) because Huff et al.'s guess group did not receive feedback in the form of the representation of study items. In other words, attempting to generate a critical item that was not presented produced a final recognition benefit greater than retrieval practice of list items that were presented.
In addition to memory for the list items, Huff et al. found that false recognition of critical lures was also moderated by the type of interpolated task completed. For DRM lists, false recall was greatest after interpolated recall and lower and equal after arithmetic and guessing tasks. Guessing could presumably act as an implied warning, because participants successfully guessed critical lures 40% of the time and could therefore later monitor for those lures on the final recognition test. For mediated lists, however, critical lures were only successfully guessed on 5% of lists. For these lists, false recognition of critical items was greater after guessing than either recall or arithmetic groups-a pattern termed an ironic effect of guessing. Therefore, interpolated guessing without feedback appears to improve correct recognition and can either decrease or increase critical lure false recognition, depending on how well the critical lure can be identified.
In the present study, we sought to replicate and extend the effects of guessing reported by Huff et al. (2012) by more closely examining the influence of interpolated tasks on final correct recognition. Guessing may operate as a type of internal retrieval, as participants mentally retrieve and associate the study items to generate the critical lure. This type of internal retrieval may be as (or even more) effective than completing an explicit memory test that requires participants to report studied items. To be more consistent with work examining retrieval practice, we included a restudy interpolated group in which participants were re-exposed to the items that were originally studied. If attempting to guess items that were not originally presented on a study list enhances final recognition, it is important to determine whether this benefit persists over and above restudy. Therefore, an appropriate control is a group that is represented with the study list (vs. a filler task). Hence, we compared filler task, restudy, retrieval-practice (i.e., free recall), and guess interpolated tasks and their subsequent effects on final correct and false recognition. The filler, retrievalpractice, and guess tasks closely matched those used by Huff et al. and the restudy group was given a second study opportunity of the original list in a different order.
To gain greater traction on the types of materials that may elicit guessing benefits, we compared lists that were either strongly related through category membership (e.g., fruits, animals, etc.), weakly related through broad categories (i.e., ad hoc lists; e.g., things made of wood, things that are green, etc.; Huff & Bodner, 2014; Hunt & Einstein, 1981) , and lists that were unrelated. In Huff et al. (2012) , interpolated guessing benefits were found on both directly related DRM lists and on weakly related mediated lists; however, it is unclear whether these benefits are restricted to lists that share some form of association, or if the benefits are more general and can be found with unrelated and weakly related ad hoc lists. The benefits of guessing with cue-target pairs may be limited in some cases to the association between the items (see Potts & Shanks, 2014 , for discussion) and, therefore, it is important to determine whether list association operates as a boundary condition in a list-learning paradigm.
In Experiment 1, participants were presented with categorized, ad hoc, or unrelated lists. Immediately after study, participants completed one of four interpolated tasks that consisted of either a filler task, a restudy opportunity, retrieval practice through a free-recall test, or a guessing task in which they were asked to guess up to five nonpresented critical items that were related to the list on some dimension. Of note, interpolated task instructions were presented before participants began studying the lists and were a between-subjects manipulation. After study, all groups were given 60 s to complete the interpolated task with the exception of the guess group, which was given up to 60 s to guess the critical items. Groups completed six study/interpolated task cycles after which they received a final recognition test.
If the guessing benefit observed by Huff et al. (2012) extends to these new materials, one should find that the interpolated guess group would produce the highest level of correct recognition followed by the retrieval practice group, the restudy group, and finally the filler group. In addition, based on previous results using paired associates and corrective feedback, one may expect a guessing benefit will be found with categorized lists (cf. Kornell et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2014) , ad hoc lists (cf. Grimaldi & Karpicke, 2012; Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Yan et al., 2014) , and unrelated lists (cf. Potts & Shanks, 2014) .
For false recognition, guessing was expected to either decrease or increase false recognition depending on the relatedness of the study list. For categorized lists, guessing was expected to reduce false recognition relative to retrieval practice, to the same level as the filler group. This is because guessing acts as an implied warning that related lures exist and also, provided guessing is successful, allows participants to use a recall-to-reject strategy during later recognition (Gallo, 2004) . Restudy is expected to produce the lowest level of false recognition, as repeated study of DRM lists has been shown to reduce false recognition (Benjamin, 2001; Seamon, Luo, Schwartz, Jones, Lee, & Jones, 2002) . For ad hoc critical items, guessing is expected to produce the highest level of false recognition followed by the retrieval-practice and filler groups-consistent with the ironic effect of guessing using mediated lists (Huff et al., 2012) . Once again, restudy is expected to produce the lowest level of false recognition because of repeated study effects in associative false memory. Critical item false recognition on unrelated lists is not expected to show differences across interpolated tasks given these items are essentially unrelated control items and would not be affected by processes recruited by the interpolated tasks.
Experiment 1: Immediate Recognition

Method
Participants. One hundred fifty-six individuals were recruited using Amazon's Mechanical Turk (for an overview, see Mason & Suri, 2012) and randomly assigned to the filler (N ϭ 39), restudy (N ϭ 40), retrieval-practice (N ϭ 39), and guessing (N ϭ 38) groups. All reported proficiency in English, resided in the United States, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Mean reported age was 34.81 years (SD ϭ 11.98, range ϭ 18 -65) and mean reported formal education was 15.63 years (SD ϭ 2.16, range ϭ 10 -24). Two participants reported cheating during the experiment and were replaced.
Materials. Two sets of categorized, ad hoc, and unrelated word lists were constructed. For categorized lists, each set contained items from four Battig and Montague (1969) categories (Set A ϭ four-footed animals, tools, fruits, and spices; Set B ϭ birds, furniture, vegetables, and human body parts). The top 25 typical exemplars from each category were used. Of these 25 exemplars, the top 5 (i.e., the most typical exemplars) were designated as critical items and, therefore, were not studied and the remaining 20 were used as study items for each list. For ad hoc lists, two sets were similarly created such that each contained four broad categories (Set A ϭ things that are green, things that make noise, liquids, and things that are soft; Set B ϭ things that are black, things made of wood, things in a kitchen, and things women wear; Hunt & Einstein, 1981; Van Overschelde, Rawson, & Dunlosky, 2004) . As in the categorized lists, the top 25 exemplars from each category were taken and the top 5 were designated as critical items and the remaining 20 as study items (see Huff & Bodner, 2014 for a similar procedure). Categorized list items were found to be both longer in word length and occurred more frequently in language in the Hyper Analogue to Language database (Lund & Burgess, 1996) using the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007) , ts Ͼ 2.31, ps Ͻ .01. Categorized and ad hoc lists were similar in concreteness and familiarity in the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart, 1981) , ts Ͻ 1.70, ps Ͼ .10. Finally, 200 randomly selected unrelated words were generated, which were taken from the MRC database and were matched in word length, frequency, concreteness, familiarity, and length to the ad hoc lists, ts Ͼ 1.96, ps Ͼ .05. Unrelated items were not listed as members of the categories used in categorized lists or as members from the broad ad hoc categories. Unrelated items were divided into 8 separate lists of 25 items that were used to make up two sets of four lists. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
TESTING AND GUESSING ON RECOGNITION
Within each list, 5 were randomly designated as nonpresented critical items and the remaining 20 were studied list items. Thus, each set contained 12 total lists consisting of 4 lists from each of the categorized, ad hoc, and unrelated list types. Presentation of study list items was randomized anew for each participant. Each 12-list set was further subdivided into two study-test blocks that consisted of six presented study lists (two from each list type) that were presented in the same preset order for each block (categorized, ad hoc, unrelated, categorized, ad hoc, unrelated) . A 180-item recognition test was presented in a newly randomized order for each participant at the end of each study block. Each test was composed of 60 studied list items (10 from each of the 6 lists from even-numbered serial positions, making 20 categorized, ad hoc, and unrelated items), 60 nonpresented list items from the other nonpresented list set (from the same positions and list types), 30 critical items from studied lists (5 from each of the 6 lists, making 10 categorized, ad hoc, and unrelated items), and 30 critical items from nonpresented lists (5 per nonpresented list from the same list types). A second 180-item recognition test was created using the same format for the second block of lists. The order of the two study-test blocks was counterbalanced across participants.
Procedure. Participants were provided with a link that directed them to an Internet-based program that provided an electronic consent form, study and test materials, and a brief demographics form. After providing consent, all participants received written instructions that they would study two blocks of 6 word lists and that each list contained 20 words that would be individually displayed for 3 s. Thus, each list was presented within the span of 60 s. Participants were further informed that their memory for these lists would later be tested and asked not to write down any of the words as they were presented and informed that compensation for the experiment was not tied to performance. Participants were not provided with any information about the type of memory test they would complete.
Following the general instructions, participants were randomly assigned to one of four interpolated-task groups and received task-relevant instructions before the initial study phase. Words were presented in a large 48-pt sans serif font in the center of the screen in all caps. In the filler group, participants were instructed that they would complete a Tetris filler task for 60 s after the presentation of the list. In the restudy group, participants were instructed that they would be presented with the same word list they just studied (3 s per word; 60 s total) but in a different randomized order. In the retrieval-practice group, participants were instructed that immediately after study of each list they would be asked to freely recall as many items from the list they studied by typing their responses into a dialog box on the screen for 60 s without cost for misspellings. In the guess group, participants were told that for each list, five words that were associated to the list on some dimension were not presented. Following each list, their task was to attempt to guess up to five of these nonpresented words by typing them into a dialog box on the screen. Guess participants were also informed that they would have up to 60 s to try to guess the words but could advance to the next list if they could not think of other nonpresented words by clicking a submit button below the dialog box. Participants were required to provide at least one guess for each list. The time between the appearance of the guessing dialog box to when participants clicked the submit button was measured to determine the amount of time spent entering guesses.
Immediately after the sixth list in the first block, an old/new recognition test was completed. A word was presented on the center of the computer screen (in the same font/size used at study) along with two buttons referring to old and new. Participants were instructed to click the old button with the mouse if the word was studied on the previous six lists and the new button if the word was not. The word remained on the screen until participants made a response. The second block of lists began immediately after the recognition test, with a reminder of the interpolated instructions completed in the first block. The second study block was followed by a second recognition test, a demographics questionnaire, and debriefing information. The demographic questionnaire asked participants to report their age, years of formal education, whether they completed the task with normal or corrected vision, and if they cheated during the task. For the cheating question, participants were directly asked if they cheated during the experiment such as writing down the study list as the words were being displayed. They were asked to answer the question honestly and told that even if they reported cheating they would still be compensated. The experiment lasted approximately 45 min and participants were compensated $2.00 for completion awarded through amazon.com.
Results
A p Ͻ .05 level of significance was used unless otherwise noted. Effect size measures using p 2 and Cohen's d are reported for all significant effects from the analyses of variances (ANOVAs) and t tests, respectively. For all nonsignificant comparisons reported, we further tested these comparisons using a Bayesian estimate of the strength of evidence supporting the null hypothesis (Masson, 2011; Wagenmakers, 2007) . In this analysis, two models are compared. One model assumes an effect and is compared with a model that assumes a null effect. This Bayesian analysis yields a probability estimate that the null difference is retained-a p value termed p BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion). This calculation is sensitive to the sample size and can act as a power analysis to increase confidence in the reported null effect. Thus, we utilize the p BIC analysis to supplement null effects found using traditional null-hypothesis-significance testing.
Interpolated recall performance. Interpolated-task performance for the retrieval-practice and guessing groups is reported in Table 1 . We performed separate one-way ANOVAs on the proportion of correctly recalled list items and falsely recalled critical item intrusions for participants in the recall group. Correct recall differed across list types, F(2, 76) ϭ 44.18, MSE ϭ .01, p 2 ϭ .54. Relative to categorized lists, recall was lower in both the ad hoc (.57 vs. .52), t(38) ϭ 4.13, SEM ϭ .02, d ϭ 0.39, and unrelated lists (.57 vs. .41), t(38) ϭ 7.50, SEM ϭ .02, d ϭ 1.17. Correct recall was also greater in the ad hoc than unrelated lists (.52 vs. .41), t(38) ϭ 6.30, SEM ϭ .02, d ϭ 0.78. Therefore, as expected, lists that provided the strongest semantic structure also produced the greatest correct recall.
False recall was also found to differ across list types, F(2, 76) ϭ 12.62, MSE ϭ .01, p 2 ϭ .25. Critical items were recalled more frequently on categorized than ad hoc lists (.03 vs. .01), t(38) ϭ 3.06, SEM ϭ .01, d ϭ 0.65, and on categorized than unrelated lists This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(.03 vs. .00), t(38) ϭ 4.11, SEM ϭ .01, d ϭ 0.93. False recall was also greater on ad hoc than unrelated lists (.01 vs. .00), t(38) ϭ 2.63, SEM ϭ .01, d ϭ 0.60, though false recall was very low across all list types. Interpolated guessing performance. The proportion of correctly guessed critical items for participants in the initial guessing condition were calculated by taking the total number of critical items correctly guessed divided by the total number possible and were analyzed similarly to correct recall. Correctly guessed items were found to differ across list types, F(2, 74) ϭ 39.24, MSE ϭ .01, p 2 ϭ .52. Critical items were successfully guessed more frequently on categorized than ad hoc lists (.20 vs. .11), t(37) 3.97, SEM ϭ .02, d ϭ 0.62, and on categorized than unrelated lists (.20 vs. .00), t(37) ϭ 8.13, SEM ϭ .02, d ϭ 1.86. Correct guessing was also more frequent on ad hoc than unrelated lists (.11 vs. .00), t(37) ϭ 5.35, SEM ϭ .02, d ϭ 1.23. Thus, again as expected, successful guessing was also aided when study list items shared semantic relations.
We also tabulated the amount of time the guessing dialog box was available on the computer screen for each list to gauge the amount of time participants spent attempting to guess the critical items. On average, participants spent 18.46 s per list guessing critical items, which is less than a third of the time granted to the retrieval-practice and restudy groups to complete their interpolated tasks.
Recognition. Proportions of studied list items and nonstudied critical items from categorized, ad hoc, and unrelated lists that were given an "old" response are reported in Table 2 . Means are separated for each of the interpolated tasks (filler, restudy, retrieval-practice, and guess). Recognition proportions were adjusted using a hits minus false alarms correction for correct recognition (hit rates to studied list items minus false alarms to nonpresented controls), and critical item false recognition (false alarm rates to critical items from studied lists minus control critical items from nonpresented lists). ϭ .06, which reflected relatively low rates of false recognition in the filler group that increased across the restudy and retrieval-practice groups and greatest in the guess group, but only for the categorized and ad hoc lists (an ironic effect of guessing, Huff et al., 2012) . For unrelated lists, however, false recognition did not change across interpolated task groups. Thus, when study lists were related, guessing produced the highest rate of false recognition.
Discussion
The results from Experiment 1 are quite clear. The type of interpolated task completed after the list presentation had a strong effect on final recognition. Specifically, for correct recognition of list items, interpolated retrieval-practice and guessing tasks increased correct recognition greater than both the restudy and filler groups. This benefit occurred across categorized, ad hoc, and unrelated list types demonstrating a general benefit across materials. It is also interesting that participants spent considerably less time completing the interpolated guessing task than the retrievalpractice group, which may suggest that guessing is an efficient method for improving later recognition. Of course, it is unclear whether retrieval-practice participants spent the entire 60 s actively retrieving list items; however, it is likely that they spent more time than the 18 s that participants spent guessing potential critical items.
Turning to the nonpresented critical items, interpolated false recall was quite low, though as expected, was greatest for categorized lists followed by ad hoc then unrelated lists-a pattern echoed in correct guessing of critical items. On the recognition test, categorized lists also produced the greatest level of false recognition followed by ad hoc and unrelated lists. We further showed that interpolated task types strongly affected false recognition for critical items. Consistent with the ironic effect of guessing, false recognition was greatest in the guess group followed by the retrieval-practice group, and lowest in the restudy and filler groups. This pattern was expected for ad hoc lists, given their relatively weak relations within the broad category membership akin to mediated lists, but unexpected for categorized lists as participants were more successful at guessing categorized critical items that could then be monitored for on the final recognition test. One reason for this unexpected finding is that, although participants were relatively more successful at correctly guessing critical items from categorized lists, successful guessing was still relatively low (20%) and may need to be sufficiently high before a reduction in false recognition is found. In the case of DRM lists, guessing is more likely given all list items converge upon a single lure whereas categorized list items do not. In summary, it appears that although guessing is beneficial to correct recognition relative to a restudy control task, it also produces a cost by inflating false recognition to related critical items.
Experiment 2: Delayed Recognition
In Experiment 2, we further compared guess, retrieval-practice, restudy, and filler interpolated tasks on correct recognition by evaluating task effects over a 24 to 48 hr retention interval, a common manipulation in retrieval-practice studies. Retrievalpractice benefits are generally found to be greater after a delay (vs. no delay), typically because of a greater increase in forgetting in the restudy-control group relative to the retrieval-practice group (Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) . It is possible that guessing benefits relative to restudy may only occur when the final test is completed over a short retention interval in the same experimental session as study. One possibility is that guessing may be more susceptible to forgetting than retrieval practice, which may occur because guessing does not require participants to explicitly retrieve studied list items. Therefore, Experiment 2 inserted a long delay between the final study/interpolated task cycle and the final recognition test to evaluate whether the benefits of interpolated guessing persist after a longer retention interval.
Method
Participants. Seventy-seven individuals were recruited using Amazon's Mechanical Turk and randomly assigned to the filler (N ϭ 20), restudy (N ϭ 19), retrieval-practice (N ϭ 18), and guess (N ϭ 20) groups. All were proficient in English, resided in the United States, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Because of a programming error, age and education information was not recorded for participants. No participants reported cheating during the experiment.
Materials and procedure. All procedures and stimulus lists were identical to those of Experiment 1 with two exceptions. First, participants studied all 12 lists and the assigned interpolated task in a single block, compared with Experiment 1 in which there were 2 blocks of 6 lists. Second, immediately after the 12 study/interpolated task lists, participants were provided with a link that would be used to access a final recognition test that was to be completed 24 -48 hr later. 2 Participants were not provided with a specific description of the final test at this time and the test could only be completed within the specified time frame to ensure a proper study-test delay. After the delay, all participants were provided with a 360-item recognition test, which was a combination of the recognition tests from the two blocks in Experiment 1. The test was randomized anew for each participant. Participants were compensated $2.50 for completion. Table 1 reports correct recall rates and false recall rates on the interpolated recall test and correct guessing proportions for critical items on the guessing task. Mean recognition scores are reported in Table 3 . The data were analyzed as in Experiment 1.
Results
Interpolated recall performance. A significant List Type ϫ Interpolated Task interaction was also found, F(6, 146) ϭ 3.76, MSE ϭ .02, p 2 ϭ .13. Follow-up tests revealed that this interaction was related to greater increases in correct recognition after interpolated retrieval-practice and guessing tasks on categorized lists and smaller increases on ad hoc and unrelated lists. On categorized lists, both retrieval-practice and guessing groups reliably increased correct recognition relative to 2 Because participants were provided with a window with which to complete the final recognition test, it is possible that interpolated task groups may have differed in the amount of time taken between study and recognition phases. Time differences would have influenced the retention interval which, in turn, may have contributed to recognition performance across groups. Mean retention intervals (in hours) were, therefore, compared across task groups. No differences in retention intervals were found between the filler (M ϭ 30.00, SD ϭ 11.28), restudy (M ϭ 31.92, SD ϭ 6.72), retrieval-practice (M ϭ 29.28, SD ϭ 10.32), or guess groups (M ϭ 32.40, SD ϭ 9.12), F Ͻ 1, suggesting that group differences are likely not attributable to retention interval differences. 
Discussion
Retrieval-practice and guess interpolated task performance was again sensitive to the semantic structure of the study list. Correct recall of list items and correct guessing of critical items was greatest for categorized lists and least for unrelated lists. Similar to Experiment 1, correct recognition on categorized lists was greater after retrieval-practice and guessing interpolated tasks than the restudy and filler tasks; however, on ad hoc and unrelated lists, retrieval-practice and guessing tasks were only greater than the filler group. Across all list types, retrieval-practice and guess groups again showed similar correct recognition rates, suggesting that the guess task is not more susceptible to forgetting than interpolated recall. The guessing benefit was similar to recall despite the guess group using about half the amount of time attempting to guess items that were not presented than the recall group who recalled items that were presented.
For critical items, interpolated false recall was again at floor, but greater on categorized and ad hoc lists than unrelated lists. On the final recognition test, critical item false recognition was greatest on categorized lists followed by ad hoc and unrelated lists. False recognition was also influenced by the type of interpolated task. Consistent with the ironic effect of guessing, false recognition of categorized and ad hoc critical items was greatest in the guess group. Therefore, the correct recognition benefit in the interpolated guessing group was again accompanied by a concomitant increase in critical item false recognition for categorized and ad hoc critical items on a delayed test. As in Experiment 1, although the guess group showed some success at identifying critical items during the guessing phase on categorized lists, this came at the cost of greater false recognition. Successful guessing of categorized critical items was again fairly low (21%), which may not have been sufficient to reduce later false recognition. When both correct and false recognition are considered, interpolated guessing again appears to produce both benefits and costs when compared with a restudy control group.
Experiment 3: Within-Subjects Interpolated Tasks
The previous two experiments have shown that attempting to guess a set of nonpresented critical items after study of a word list enhances subsequent recognition of those list items akin to retrieval practice. When considered in the context of cue-target guessing experiments (e.g., Grimaldi & Karpicke, 2012; Hays et al., 2013; Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Knight et al., 2012; Kornell et al., 2009; Potts & Shanks, 2014; Yan et al., 2014) , information used to generate a guess also appears to show a memory benefit over interpolated restudy and filler tasks. Although our experiments have shown that guessing benefits occur both when final recognition testing is completed immediately and after a delay, the mechanism(s) underlying the guessing benefit is less well understood. One possibility, as mentioned above, is that guessing enhances retention by operating as an implicit retrieval process where participants mentally retrieve study items to generate critical items. Such retrieval processes have also been proposed as a major mechanism underlying testing effect benefits (see Kornell, Bjork, & Garcia, 2011 , for a bifurcation account of retrieval practice). The only difference is that in the guessing condition, individuals are implicitly retrieving items after list presentation in search of how they may be related to a critical nonpresented item. Another possibility, however, is that guessing operates during the list presentation to shape how participants process the word list as the items are presented. In Experiments 1 and 2 (and Huff et al., 2012) , the guess group is presented with guessing instructions before the presentation of the first list (indeed, the filler, restudy, and retrieval-practice groups all knew what test to expect before the list presentations). Because participants were informed of the upcoming task requirements, they may relate items during study to generate critical items, rather than by implicitly retrieving the items after the list is presented. In other words, guessing benefits may not be driven by the interpolated guess task per se, but instead by preparatory encoding processes used to generate a set of plausible critical items.
Previous research has shown that the expectation of an upcoming memory test can affect how a memory representation is formed at study. For example, Neely and Balota (1981; see too Balota & Neely, 1980) have shown that expectations of an upcoming free recall test lead to an increase in processing of study items (i.e., node tagging; Anderson & Bower, 1972) relative to expectations of an upcoming recognition test. This pattern is noteworthy because the expectation of a recall test does not provide an explicit encoding strategy for participants to utilize, though participants still modify their encoding in preparation for the upcoming test. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Given these test-expectancy processes, it is not unreasonable to suspect that participants in the interpolated-guess group are also tuning their encoding strategy to identify the critical items. This is especially likely because the guess group is explicitly instructed that the list items are related to each other along some dimension, and they were to guess five missing words. Additional evidence for relational encoding in the guessing group can be found in critical item false recognition. In both previous experiments, false recognition was generally greatest in the guess group relative to the other interpolated tasks-a pattern that parallels relational encoding tasks in the DRM paradigm. Specifically, tasks that direct encoding toward relations shared among list items typically increase the false memory illusion relative to tasks that direct encoding to the unique features of each list item (item-specific encoding; Huff & Bodner, 2013; McCabe, Presmanes, Robertson, & Smith, 2004) . Thus, as participants relate the list items to identify critical items at study, this processing may enhance correct recognition, but also produce a cost by increasing false recognition.
The purpose of Experiment 3 is therefore to evaluate whether the guessing benefit shown in the previous two experiments is because of processes in operation during encoding or during the interpolated task. A simple method to reduce preparatory encoding processes, or at the very least make them more similar across lists, is to manipulate encoding instructions randomly within subjects such that participants are unaware of the exact task that will be completed during study. If participants are unsure of the type of interpolated task they will complete after study, they will be unable to recruit specific encoding processes in preparation for the upcoming task. Therefore, if guess participants are using more relational processing during encoding to generate critical items, they will be unlikely to do so under random instruction conditions that should result in similar processing across lists. Further, by presenting tasks randomly after study, we can also evaluate how preparatory encoding may be contributing to retrieval-practice benefits in the recall group.
In Experiment 3, all participants were presented with restudy, recall, and guess instructions before presentation of the study lists, so they understood the demands of each task before study. Participants were further instructed that, after each list, one of the three tasks will be completed randomly, but the specific task would not be revealed until after each list was studied. Interpolated tasks were therefore completed randomly after each list. A final recognition test was completed after all lists were studied. If the guessing benefit in the previous experiments is because of preparatory encoding processes, then final recognition on guess lists would be similar to that on the restudy lists. In contrast, if guessing still shows a benefit over restudy, then this benefit is likely because of covert retrieval processes during the guessing task. Similar predictions were made for the retrieval-practice group in which encoding based processes may contribute to the benefits of retrievalpractice. Because retrieval practice still occurs after list presentation in the recall test group, one should still find benefits of retrieval practice on recognition relative to the restudy group.
Method
Participants. Thirty-three individuals were recruited using Amazon's Mechanical Turk in this within-subject's design. All were proficient in English and resided in the United States with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Mean reported age was 39.30 years (SD ϭ 13.67, range ϭ 20 -68) and mean reported formal education was 15.63 years (SD ϭ 1.67, range ϭ 12-19). One participant reported cheating on the final questionnaire and two participants recalled items during lists with guessing instructions and were not included leaving 30 participants for analysis.
Materials and procedure. All procedures and stimulus lists used in Experiment 3 were identical to those of Experiment 2 with the following exceptions. First, the filler task condition was eliminated given the similarities to the restudy condition in correct and false recognition in the previous experiments. Second, interpolated task instructions were manipulated within-subjects. Before studying the first list, all participants were provided with an instruction screen that displayed instructions for each of the restudy, recall, and guessing tasks. Specifically, participants were informed that after the presentation of each list, they would complete one of three tasks. For the restudy task, participants were told that they would restudy the words they just saw but in a different order. For the recall task, participants were told that they would complete a memory task on the words that were just presented by typing them into a dialogue box for 1 min. In the guess task, participants were told that five words were related to the list they just saw in some way but were not actually presented in the list itself and would attempt to guess up to five of these nonpresented words (and at least one), by typing them into a dialogue box. Task instructions for all three tasks were presented to all participants on the same screen. Critically, participants were also told that the task they will complete will occur randomly and they will be informed of the specific task only after the list was presented. Therefore, they would not be aware of the specific interpolated task they would later complete at the time of study. Instructions for each interpolated task were again presented after study of each list to cue participants to complete the appropriate interpolated task.
Three separate versions were created that counterbalanced the order of the interpolated tasks as well as the list type across participants. The total number of lists studied was reduced to nine lists so that each list type (categorized, ad hoc, and unrelated) was studied before completing one of the three interpolated tasks. The recognition test was again completed after a 24 -48 hr delay as in Experiment 2, and contained 270 total items that were randomized anew for each participant. Participants were compensated $2.50 for participation.
Results
Table 1 displays correct recall rates and false recall rates on the interpolated recall test and correct guessing proportions for critical items on the guessing task. Mean recognition scores are reported in Table 4 . Data were analyzed as in Experiment 1.
Interpolated recall performance. Correct recall was again found to vary as a function of list type, F(2, 58) ϭ 12.22, MSE ϭ .02, p 2 ϭ .30; however, recall was only numerically greater on categorized than ad hoc lists (.43 vs. .42), t Ͻ 1, p BIC ϭ .82, but significantly greater on categorized than unrelated lists (.43 vs. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Recognition. To determine whether randomly presented interpolated tasks affected final correct recognition, a 3 (List Type) ϫ 3 (Interpolated Task) within-subjects ANOVA was conducted. Correct recognition was found to vary across list types, F(2, 116) ϭ 10.14, MSE ϭ .03, p 2 ϭ .26. Correct recognition was only marginally greater on categorized than ad hoc lists (.46 vs. .39), t (29) 
Discussion
The primary finding in Experiment 3 was the elimination of the guessing interpolated task benefit on correct recognition across all list types when tasks were completed randomly after study. We suggest that random task presentation eliminates task specific preparatory encoding processes, and hence the guessing benefits found in Experiments 1 and 2 (and Huff et al., 2012) were at least in part because of encoding processes.
Also noteworthy, retrieval-practice benefits over restudy were also eliminated under random instructions. Like guessing, this pattern suggests that retrieval-practice effects, at least those that occur when feedback is not provided, may in part be because of encoding processes rather than retrieval-based processes at test. This pattern is surprising, given the robust benefits shown by retrieval practice paradigms (cf. Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011) ; however, previous work has indeed shown that the magnitude of retrieval-practice benefits can be moderated based on whether a final memory test is expected or not. It is possible that the expectation of a retrieval task influences the processes engaged in during encoding, and so contributes to the benefits of testing. For instance, Szpunar, McDermott, and Roediger (2007) showed that participants who expected a final cumulative test on a series of five study lists showed a larger retrieval-practice effect on final recall than participants who did not expect a final cumulative test. In addition, participants who are given intentional retrieval instructions to retrieve specific information are more likely to provide (Pu & Tse, 2014) . Thus, the expectation of recall may lead participants to process information more deeply at study, which may contribute to the retrieval-practice benefits observed in Experiments 1 and 2. For critical item false recognition, the ironic effect of guessing on categorized and ad hoc lists was similarly eliminated under random task conditions, providing additional support for the contribution of preparatory processes in the observed guessing effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2. In contrast, interpolated recall tasks did show increased false recognition for categorized lists, demonstrating that, even when test expectancy processes are minimized at study, retrieval practice via free recall can inflate false recognition.
General Discussion
The purpose of the present experiments was to evaluate the effects of interpolated guessing, retrieval practice, restudy, and filler tasks on final correct recognition of list items and false recognition of nonpresented critical items on categorized, ad hoc, and unrelated list types. We replicated Huff et al.'s (2012) findings that attempting to guess nonstudied items improves final correct recognition relative to a filler task and importantly, showed this benefit persists relative to a restudy control group-a critical comparison not included in this earlier work. This pattern of results shows a memory benefit for information that is used to generate a guess (cf. Kornell et al., 2009) . Further, we showed that interpolated guessing can also result in a cost of greater critical item false recognition, consistent with the ironic effect of guessing (Huff et al., 2012) . The benefits and costs of interpolated guessing were extended to when final recognition was completed both within the same experimental session as list study (Experiment 1) and when final recognition was delayed at least 24 hr (Experiment 2).
In Experiment 3, we sought to determine if interpolated guessing benefits were because of a task-expectancy process, given that participants in prior experiments were presented with instructions regarding the type of task they would receive before study and that participants completed the same interpolated task after each study list. Task type was manipulated within subjects in Experiment 3, with task instructions presented randomly after study to minimize expectancy effects. Unlike Experiments 1 and 2, both correct and false recognition in Experiment 3 for guess lists was similar to that of restudy lists, suggesting that previous guessing patterns were likely because of task-expectancy-based encoding processes.
An additional goal of our experiments was to evaluate whether interpolated guessing produced similar memory benefits to those of retrieval practice given previous work showing that guessing may produce even stronger memory benefits than recall. To this end, we compared a retrieval-practice group to the restudy and guess groups to gauge guessing benefits within the context of a retrieval-practice paradigm (cf. Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) . If guessing operates to improve retention, it is important to determine whether correct recognition benefits are at least as potent as those after retrieval practice. Indeed, correct recognition after interpolated guessing was greater than restudy in Experiments 1 and 2 and equivalent to the retrieval-practice group. Further, to provide an additional control comparison group, we included a filler task group that was not re-exposed to the study items. Guessing and retrieval practice were also greater than the filler group, thus with both types of controls, guessing produced a benefit on correct recognition.
Although the guessing task in Experiments 1 and 2 produced greater correct recognition over controls, it never exceeded the level of the retrieval-practice group. This outcome is curious given that Huff et al.'s (2012) interpolated guess group outperformed interpolated retrieval practice in correct recognition. One possibility for this difference could be related to differences in the relations between items in the study lists. For instance, in Huff et al., study items shared either direct or indirect semantic associations to a nonpresented critical item. In contrast, list items used in the present experiments were either unrelated to critical items or were related to critical items though a shared superordinate category rather than a direct or indirect associative relationship. For example, the critical item "Blue Jay" does not share an associative relationship to "Oriole" according to free association norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1999) , but instead the two items share a categorical relationship. It is possible that guessing produces a greater memory improvement when study information shares semantic associations rather than categorical relations. This possibility is particularly likely if participants are engaging in taskexpectancy processes such as relational processing, which is likely the default processing used when list items are related (Huff & Bodner, 2014; Hunt & Seta, 1984) .
Given a similar correct recognition benefit between the guessing and retrieval-practice groups in Experiments 1 and 2, we note that guessing of information that was not studied could be an effective and efficient method of improving subsequent recognition. Participants in the guess groups spent considerably less time guessing items that were not studied than participants who retrieved items that were studied. When considered with previous guessing experiments that provide corrective feedback (e.g., Kornell et al., 2009; Potts & Shanks, 2014) , guessing may be a powerful study method that can be applied in educational settings given that it improves memory for the information used to generate a guess, and improves memory for corrective feedback as in the previous literature. However, guessing can also produce a cost by increasing false alarms to related lures that may limit the utility of guessing instructions if the final test contains related lures.
Our study also provides evidence that the expectation of an upcoming task can shape how individuals process information in preparation for the upcoming task. This is particularly likely under guessing instructions, as participants are instructed to generate a set of critical items that are related to the study list. A marker of relational encoding is an increase in false recognition for related lures (Huff & Bodner, 2013) and consistent with this pattern, guessing produced the highest false recognition rate in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 3, task expectancy was minimized because of the random task presentation after study. As a result, guessing effects on both correct and false recognition were eliminated relative to restudy, providing additional evidence that guessing instructions operate to increase preparatory relational encoding.
Interestingly, the random presentation of task instructions after study similarly eliminated the retrieval-practice benefit over restudy on the final recognition test. This pattern suggests that retrieval-practice benefits on recognition performance, at least without feedback, may in part be because of the expectancy of an This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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TESTING AND GUESSING ON RECOGNITION upcoming recall test. As mentioned above, other studies have shown that retrieval-practice effects are either larger or accompanied by more detailed retrievals when participants have retrieval expectations at study (e.g., Pu & Tse, 2014; Szpunar et al., 2007) . Given the educational applications of retrieval practice, an important area for future research is to determine the extent to which retrieval-practice effects are driven by expectancy-based processes that may affect how materials are studied or if benefits are due purely to retrieval-based processes. Accounts of retrieval practice postulate that testing operates to increase the number of available retrieval routes that can be used on subsequent tests (Bjork, 1975; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006) or through the generation of semantic mediators that act as retrieval cues (Carpenter, 2011; Pyc & Rawson, 2010) , both of which do not address how expectancy effects may shape processing of the list during study. Our experiment suggests that the production of retrieval routes/cues may occur at least in part during study in anticipation of an upcoming test rather than during retrieval, provided a recall test is expected. That is, the retrieval practice group may anticipate an upcoming recall test that may facilitate encoding processes (see Balota & Neely, 1980) relative to the restudy group in which participants know they will be represented with the study information. In the case of restudy, it is possible that participants may "loaf" during the first study phase knowing that they will be presented with this information again, whereas participants who are aware of an upcoming test may process study information more deeply to maximize test performance. Given the utility of retrieval practice both in basic and applied research, it is, therefore, critical to understand the role of test expectancy in contributing to testing effects. For instance, it is important to determine whether it is necessary for students to encode educational materials in preparation for an upcoming test, only complete a memory test, or expect and complete a memory test to maximize retention. Of course, the primary focus of our experiments was on the effects of guessing on subsequent recognition. However, we note the possibility that contributions of test expectancy in retrieval-practice paradigms may be underestimated as participants are often aware that they will either restudy or be tested on a study set.
An additional possibility for the lack of a retrieval-practice benefit in Experiment 3 may be because of how well participants are able to successfully retrieve items on an initial test. As can be seen in Table 1 , correct recall in Experiment 3 was between .12 and .18 lower than correct recall in Experiment 2 where a robust retrieval-practice benefit was found. It is possible that correct recall in Experiment 3 was not sufficiently high to produce a retrieval-practice advantage over restudy. To address this possibility, we conducted a median-split analysis that divided participants into low and high recall groups based on correct recall during the interpolated task. Correct recall was .26 in the low recall group, whereas correct recall was .53 in the high recall group-a rate similar to Experiments 1 and 2. A reanalysis of the corrected recognition data with low and high recall groups as a betweensubjects factor showed no interaction with either interpolated task type or list type, Fs Ͻ 1, demonstrating no task differences regardless of whether initial correct recall performance was relatively low or relatively high. Thus, the lack of a retrieval-practice effect in Experiment 3 does not appear to be related to a relatively low correct recall rate on the interpolated task.
It is also important to emphasize that, although we argue that differential task-expectancy processes are minimized because of random instructions after study in Experiment 3, this pattern covaries with a change to a within-subjects design that precludes our study from separating expectancy versus design contributions. Thus, the equivalent task patterns reported could be because of similar task expectancies, the use of a within design, or some combination of the two. While determining the contributions of experimental design and expectancy because of the timing of instructions is important, it is worth noting that establishing sufficient task expectancies to alter encoding may be more complex than simply exposing participants to task instructions before study. For example, Neely and Balota (1981) had participants complete six practice study-test cycles to show test expectancy processing effects on a critical list. Similarly, in Experiments 1 and 2, participants completed 6 and 12 consecutive study-task cycles, respectively, which may have been necessary to establish expectancy processing. Therefore, the amount of task practice may also be an important determinant of task-expectancy effects.
One method for examining the development of expectancy effects over study-task cycles-a suggestion provided by an anonymous reviewer-is to compare task effects in Experiment 1 where participants completed a recognition test separately on two blocks of six lists. If expectancy effects require exposure to several study-task cycles to develop, one would expect larger taskexpectancy effects for the second block of lists than the first. Consistent with this rationale, a reanalysis of corrected recognition of list items in Experiment 1 with recognition block entered as a factor revealed a significant Block by Interpolated Task interaction, F(3, 304) ϭ 3.13, MSE ϭ .02, p ϭ .03, in which the size of the retrieval-practice benefit over restudy was indeed larger on Block 2 than Block 1 (.18 vs. .08), as was the size of the guessing benefit (.12 vs. .07). An analysis of corrected false recognition yielded a marginal Block by Interpolated Task interaction, F(3, 304) ϭ 2.22, MSE ϭ .03, p ϭ .09, which similarly showed larger recall and guessing effects on Block 2 than Block 1. The three-way interaction with List Type for both correct and false recognition was not significant, F Ͻ 1, showing similar patterns across list types. Therefore, interpolated task benefits and costs are found for both blocks when participants have task expectancies, but their effects do appear to increase in magnitude as study-task cycles repeat, which is consistent with our contention that expectancy effects do increase over repeated task exposure. It is still unclear, however, whether one or many task repetitions are necessary to produce task effects, but this analysis does suggest that greater repetitions may facilitate anticipatory task-based processing.
Conclusions
The present study was designed to evaluate the extent to which attempting to guess a set of nonpresented critical items from a word list influences subsequent memory for the words presented on that list. The results of this study were noteworthy in that attempting to guess critical items did produce a correct recognition benefit relative to restudy of that list. However, when the interpolated task was not known until after the study list was presented-a procedure designed to reduce expectancy-based processes-the recognition benefit found after guessing was eliminated. Guessing benefits appear to operate by enhancing expectancy processes that shape how participants study the list. In addition, this study demonstrated that task expectancy may also contribute to retrievalpractice benefits as the recognition benefit found after the completion of a recall test was similarly eliminated when expectancy for recall were diminished. Therefore, the present experiments add to previous work showing that guessing and retrieval-practice can be powerful methods for improving memory performance, but that these benefits may in part be because of expectancy-based encoding processes, as opposed to retrieval-based processes after the list is presented. Future research should be mindful of whether taskinduced effects are attributable to task-based processes or expectancy driving participant's preparation for that task.
